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The small tidal island of Mont St Michel is positioned simply off the Normandy coast, hooked up
to the mainland via a unmarried causeway. Its abbey rises like a mirage, excessive above Mont
St Michel the sea, in this craggy, rocky perch. it's a stunning sight, and person who Kenna has
been attracted to repeatedly over the years. via day, the island - a well-liked vacationer vacation
spot - is alive with cars, buses, people, noise. it could actually look a garish place. yet at night, it
turns into as initially intended: a spot for peace, for prayer, for quiet contemplation. it truly is that
gentler face of Mont St Michel that Kenna desired to photo and, after the crowds have long past
home, he has been capable of do so. Alone, he has climbed the bell tower, explored the crypts
and chapels, and ambled alongside the silent lanes of the island. He has watched, completely
undisturbed, because the gentle changed, shadows got here and went, and clouds subtley
floated this fashion and that. whereas his digicam shutter used to be open for long, lengthy
exposures, Kenna loved the silence, misplaced in his personal deepest Mont St Michel
thoughts. He sees those pictures as a private list of this time of solitary Mont St Michel
exploration; it's a checklist we're privileged to share. Kenna has devoted this publication to his
father and, in a deeply affecting introduction, he describes the relationship he feels among this
solid, calm, inspirational position and his much-loved parent.
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